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We are your HOST to Malaysia

When it comes to hospitality, it’s as much as
where it’s from as who it’s for.

And our country is unlike any other. The richness
of our diverse cultures make our service
uniquely ours.

As the airline that proudly embodies every
aspect of our country, the experience of
Malaysia comes alive the moment you step
onboard.

Experience Malaysia,
Fly Malaysia



Travel Weekly UK

• Adventure travel has increased in popularity by 65% in four years, according to new
figures.

• Adventure Travel Association (Atta) back up the findings, stating that families opting
for activity-filled holidays in exotic destinations increased by 65% in the four years
between 2009 and 2013.

• Atta’s study also found that 80% of tourism boards now consider adventure travel a
standalone sector – compared to 40% eight years ago – with its estimated worth
now $263bn in the US and Europe.

Adventure travel on the rise, claims 
research



Micro-adventures
Travelers are now embracing smaller-scale, achievable adventures right here at home or in other destinations.

Travel sustainably
Adventure travel experiences used to prioritize personal challenges and individual thrills, with little thought of
the impact on the surrounding communities and environment. Today, there’s a real thirst for sustainable
adventure, concerns including supporting local businesses, plastic consumption, community outreach and
cultural sensitivity.

Transformative adventure
The desire for adventures of a ‘transformative’ nature — eye-opening trips that reinvigorate, jolt us out of a
benumbed state and send us home as improved versions of ourselves.

Solo Adventure
The appeal of unaccompanied travel is manifold. It brings the freedom to dictate your own plans, for a start. It
can also bolster self-confidence in a way that few other solo activities can match. The great beyond becomes
not just more exciting, but more accessible.

MH aligning the demand of the future adventure travel

National Geographic, September 2019



• Consumers are increasingly 
seeking ‘experiences’ 

• Malaysia is an ideal adventure 
destination for those customers 
seeking experiences – nature, 
culture, food, sea, mountains 
activities etc

• tour operators feature ‘soft’ and 
more ‘extreme’ adventure 
activities in Malaysia

• Borneo and the orang-utans 
feature heavily in adventure 
tourism to Malaysia

Adventure Tours in Malaysia



Example Exodus adventure tours to Malaysia
With holidays to Malaysia you’re spoilt for choice when it comes to adventure. There are paradise beaches,
deep diving waters and wildlife-packed jungles, and Malaysia trips effortlessly combine ancient culture with
high-tech industrialisation.
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Malaysian Hospitality
Begins with Us





In the past year we have focused on internalising our values 
of Malaysian Hospitality, because we believe in

Treating everyone not as passengers but
as guest in our home



This has seen us do better in everything.



OTP
(On-Time Performance)
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CSI
(Customer Satisfaction Index)
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NPS
(Net Promoter Score)
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The “Best of Malaysia” series offers our passengers the 
opportunity to experience the traditional flavours and 

mouth-watering cuisine for which Malaysia is famous for

Nasi Lemak
Nasi Goreng 
with Satay

Hainanese 
Chicken Rice

Oriental Stir Fry 
Noodles



Chef on Call

• Best-in-class Malaysian and 
International cuisine

• Integrated in the online 
booking flow

Online booking



Available on 

MHassistant



FULLY DIGITALISED PROGRAMME

CHECK-IN
BAGGAGE 

FREQUENT 
FLYER 

PROGRAMME

COMPLIMENTARY
DATE CHANGE

FRIENDS & 
FAMILY PROMO

FLIGHT
DISCOUNTS



FLEXIBILITY AT ITS BEST!

Fly Now, Pay Later 



THANK YOU


